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Moving forward with R4B
The time passes by and at Rafts4Biotech we keep working hard to engineer
synthetic lipid rafts! The first months of the project were dedicated to set up the
mathematical and experimental models and to get our bacterial chassis ready.
Since the beginning, our efforts have been divided in two main areas of work
that correspond to the two model organisms that we study: Bacillus subtilis and
Escherichia coli. The previous work done B. subtills exploring the existence of
bacterial lipid rafts, together with the great genomic reduction achieved in this
microorganism, have made it run a little ahead than its gram-negative
counterpart in the R4B race during the second year of the project. While both
teams keep working to find the optimal chassis for industrial production, we
have started with the first attempts to engineer the microorganisms with the
key enzymatic pathways that correspond to our three main study cases of the
project: Pharma, Cosmetic and Feed. Engineering and evaluating the
performance of these microorganisms will be one of the major challenges ahead
of us this third year.
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Crossing the ‘Valley of Death’.

How can Rafts4Biotech bridge
the gap between lab and market

Within Rafts4Biotech the consortium is developing a new technology platform for
the confinement of enzymatic reactions into bacterial lipid rafts. So far, we are
doing quite fine. Just recently the work package 6 dealing with translating academic
findings into an industrial relevant setting has been kicked-off. To fully appreciate
the launch of new technologies into the biotech arena, we first must understand
the challenges faced by early stage developments and what we can do to support
technology development and innovation in support of the biotech industry.
Similar to drug development, technology development has to cross the so called
“valley of death” when launching new products. “Valley of death” is a metaphor
used to describe the gap between academic based innovation and their commercial
application in the marketplace. The scenario is obvious: when promising technologies
developed in academic labs come to the point at which a lack of funding, market
understanding, or clear business strategy causes a slowdown in progress. The initial
euphoria of “Yeah, this is going to work!!!” quickly passes as the radical reality sinks in
of the investment needed to complete a valid product prototype, get it into testing,
and refine the product. Without a working technology, it is difficult to collect data, go
out to raise more funding, or seek customers — and it is difficult to make a case to
the industry that a given technology or tool will have a benefit.

Photo credit Jens Pontiller [enGenes Biotech]
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Rafts4Biotech not only confines enzymatic reactions into bacterial lipid rafts,
we also have strategies in place to overcome the described “valley of death”.
By close collaboration of industry and academia we will make all efforts
necessary to develop a working prototype, generate data and IP within the
different use cases (Pharma, Food, Environment) and get in touch with potential
customers to refine the technology and define possible service offerings. Within
the consortium 4 biotech companies operating in different market niches
collaborate to build the necessary market understanding and business strategy
that fits to the newly developed technology. Altogether, this should allow us
to raise funding beyond the currently funded project to secure progressive
commercial product development and finally market entry.
As you can all imagine, passing the “valley of death” does not sound like wellness
holidays but with the right team even dangerous expeditions can be fun.

Juergen Mairhofer – enGenes Biotech
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Completion of 1 review meeting
st

After 18 months of hard work, last July it was time for the Rafts4Biotech
consortium to gather with the EC Officer Carmen de Vicente and the external
evaluator and expert Dr. Mickaël Desvaux-Lenôtre for our first review
meeting. Our reunion at the CSIC headquarters in Brussels was a great chance
to look back and reflect on the progress achieved, the milestones reached and
very importantly, on the hurdles found along the way as well as our ideas to
overcome them.
After this day full of scientific discussion and exchange and following the
successful evaluation of our periodic reports and deliverables we are very glad
to have passed our first exam and look forward to keep working on this
exciting project!
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Training & dissemination:

at the core of Rafts4Biotech

Fostering scientific discussion and exchange is essential to ensure the success
of any project and to foster the European Research community. That’s why at
R4B we include a wide range of training and dissemination activities as key part
of our work programme.
To help other scientists in their research we decided to share with them video
protocols with details about how to proceed step by step while performing
experiments that we do at Rafts4Biotech. As could not be otherwise, the first
of these videos focuses on the protagonists of our research and explains how to
isolate bacterial lipid rafts.
Without doubts our major event this year was our very much awaited 1st
R4B symposium “Lipid membrane eukaryotic and prokaryotic biology”. On
September 18th 2018 and with a full house at Fundación COTEC, our R4B
Symposium kicked off with the foreword and presentation of our project
coordinator Daniel López.
With an audience of over 50 people from early stage researchers to renowned
scientists the symposium was a great chance to gather the small but growing
international community of lipid and membrane biology.
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Invited speakers and selected R4B members took over the stage to share their
knowledge, experience and latest results on lipid research while young researchers in
the early stage of their careers had the chance to share their results in short talks and
interactive poster sessions and get feedback and advice from leaders of the field.
The two days of symposium provided a great platform for scientific exchange about
both mammalian and bacterial membranes and their structural and functional
insights. It also served to boost the field of synthetic biology and to obtain a different
perspective on the work that R4B and the teams are performing. Altogether, the
R4B Symposium served to foster scientific dissemination and training of young
researcher as well as to strengthen international collaborations in line with the key
values of the H2020 framework.
Last but not least, we want to ensure the fluent exchange of knowledge among
our partners that we foster not only during our meetings but also through lab
rotations like the one that the members of our Dutch lab from Groningen did
visiting the CNB in Madrid!
We are very glad about the success of all these activities and look forward to
keeping in touch with the scientific community through future dissemination and
training activities!
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And… action! Rafts4Biotech
to listen and watch
If a picture is worth a thousand words imagine what a video can achieve! In an
audio-visual era science cannot stay behind and needs to adapt to the needs
of a fast-paced society. That’s why at R4B we have launched not one but two
different video series to share with our audience and maximise the reach and
impact of our research.
The first video series is called “Meet The Partners” and its goal is to present the
people and the institutions working at Rafts4biotech to the public, this way
getting closer the community and promoting future partnering opportunities.
The second one tackles the big questions about “The future of Synbio” and it
aims at providing an expert insight into the outlook of this field. From academia
to SMEs the experiences and opinions of our multidisciplinary experts aims foster
scientific discussion and raise awareness about the field and its future.
So far, we have released nine videos featuring our team members but stay tuned
because every month you will be able to discover a little more about us with
every new release!
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Harvesting the first results
We just kicked off our third year passing the halfway point of our project and it is
time to look back and take stock of our progress.
It’s been two years of hard work setting up the methods, techniques and best
conditions to explore the potential of synthetic lipid rafts. But our efforts
already started paying off and left us numerous publications from the different
areas of expertise of the members of the R4B consortium.
From research papers on minimal bacterial genomes to field reviews on
bioremediation or even software for protein engineering we have generated 8
publications that you will find in the dissemination section of our website!
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Partners’ News
A very successful year for our project coordinator
2018 has been a great year for Daniel López! The Spanish community keeps
recognizing his efforts filling the year with awards like the one from Caja
Rural Granada, the Sabadell Prize, or the Spanish Selection of Science 2018!
Congratulations Dani!
Biosyntia raises 4 million euros
This May our partners from Biosyntia announced a series A financing of four
million euros from the investors from Sofinnova Partners and Novo Seeds. This
great investment will allow the Danish company to accelerate their technology
and product development bringing them closer to commercialisation.
Enantis designs a hyperstable FGF10-STAB
They did it again! After the success of their hyper stable FGF2, our partners from
Enantis have achieved constructing a hyper stable version of FGF10. This
milestone that consolidates the expertise of Enantis and will for sure foster the
production of numerous other stable growth factor and proteins in the future.
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Contact
Follow us in our way to a more sustainable future!
If you wish to have more information about the project don’t hesitate to contact us.
Email: info@rafts4biotech.eu
Website: http://www.rafts4biotech.eu/
R4B facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Rafts4Biotech/
R4B Twitter: https://twitter.com/Rafts4Biotech
Bact To The Future Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BactToTheFuture/
Bact To The Future Twitter: https://twitter.com/bacttothefuture
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